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![Fermi bubble graphic][101]
*“Fermi discovers giant gamma-ray bubbles in the Milky Way: … Each lobe is 25,000 
light-years tall and the whole structure may be only a few million years old.”*
—NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, [November 9, 2010][1]

## this is the view from here

[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/612317525255176192 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']

[//]: # (“Everyone, even a scientist, thinks in narrative. …)

[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/354004150423535617 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']

[//]: # (All we know is stories. Some are helpful, some not. …)

Yes, [reality is beyond words][2]. Words on what is thought to be happening now are not 
what is actually happening. They are stories.

[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/515644970502742016 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']

[//]: # (Wittgenstein: What can be said at all can be said clearly, …)

[tweet https://twitter.com/notrehta/status/468528353256165379 width='100%' 
hide_thread='true']

[//]: # (… The rest is beyond the mind, nameless.)

Only in the mind are there beings. A being is a mental construct. Beyond the mind there 
is only being. Well-being is whole-being; being well is being whole, with metta.

> ### Beyond the mind there are no beings …
> There is only what is. There is only this being. And itʼs happening now.

Being well is not minding, only caring – with *caritas*, from the heart – for all that is, and 
wanting nothing, not even to want nothing.
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As for this site, the [home][3] page is mostly a blog of posts that embed any tweets that 
may be worth expanding … or worth tagging to make them easier to find. The blog 
started in [September 2010][4].

The [search-this-site][8] feature (embedded link also below the sidebar menu) works 
well not only for words in or under individual tweets sent or seen but also for any entries 
on the [wurdz][9] or style|[word list][10] pages.

***

*Feel free to say anything as a comment below. What you say may or may not be 
published, and it wonʼt be if you ask for it not to be. Be well. —George*

***

[Markdown][11] :: [text][12]

[//]: # (notes and links follow)

*[Fermi]: the gamma-ray space telescope, that is
*[this is the view from here]: your mileage may vary, as they say
*[stories]: More precisely, mental constructs – what sutras call objects of mind, which 
stories are – to include remembered sights, sounds, smells, and other sensations. 
Anyhow, you get the idea.
*[metta]: metta – loving kindness – embraces all being; karuna, all suffering being; 
mudita, all flourishing being; upekkha, all contrasting being
*[caritas]: Latin, from carus=dear, beloved; from proto-Indo-European (PIE) karo-; from 
root ka-
*[Be well]: And want nothing, not even to want nothing.
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[12]: https://notrehta.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/markdown-text-about-2015-06-22.pdf 
(pdf file on this site of the Markdown source text for this page as created on 
2015-06-22)

[101]: https://notrehta.files.wordpress.com/2015/06/
fermi_bubble_graphic_final_1_no_labels575w.jpg (image credit: NASA/Goddard Space 
Flight Center)
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